Outdoor and Gardening Machinery sales and service. Composting equipment
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Select, & Copy, the REF: Number, Hit the 'Best Price' button & follow instructions
to get the best price.
Or Phone 0800 669377 and ask for 'Jack'.

Enjoy Bigger, Better Garden Yields

With Sutton Superior Compost made in just 14 days.
Experienced gardeners share a secret!
They know that using dark, rich, sweet smelling compost is the
safest, most reliable way to grow healthy, beautiful plants and
flowers and delicious, juicy fruits and vegetables.
REF:400LSTD

ComposTumbler gardeners share a very special secret!
They know that the easiest, most economical way to get their
hands on that rich, beneficial compost known as ‘brown gold’ is to
make it themselves, in their own backyards, in just 14 days, with
the remarkable Sutton’s ComposTumbler!
Some gardeners call it “The 14 Day Miracle”. We just call it smart
engineering. because of the unique Sutton’s ComposTumbler
design you will make superior compost that will give your plants
virtually all the balanced ingredients that they need. It feeds your
plants the right nutrients, in the right proportions, at the right time to
ensure steady, healthy growth. This means big, high quality garden
yields

REF:260LIGHT

Turn garden and kitchen waste into beautiful plants and tasty garden goodies!
The specially designed Sutton’s ComposTumbler helps you make your own safe, natural,
nutrient-rich fertiliser from organic garden and kitchen waste you might normally throw
away. Best of all, it only takes two weeks!
With the Sutton’s ComposTumbler your organic material heats up more quickly for faster
decomposition. Daily tumbling turns the mixture to distribute the moisture build up a new
heat core and expose the mix to essential oxygen. And the self contained drum means
that all the nutrients stay in your compost where they should be! They don’t leach into the
ground like they do with messy compost piles.

What Should You Put in Your Compostumbler ?
Grass Clippings
Garden Throw outs
Wood Ashes

Kitchen Waste
Newspapers
Manure

Leaves
Sawdust
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